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NOTES ON SOME NEW INSCRIPTIONS FROM LAGINA
M. Ç. Sahin has recently published a number of new inscriptions found during excavations at
Lagina between 1993 and 1999: EA 29, 1997, 83–106 (SEG 47, nos. 1572–1592)1 and EA 31,
1999, 35–36. I discuss here some problems and alternative readings.
1. A priest of Zeus Panamaros for life?
EA 29, 1997, no. 1 (SEG 47, 1575) is a dedication by Tib. Flavius Sabinianus Diomedes
Menippos, found ‘at the ancient pool’ in Lagina (photo). It is restored as follows:
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[Di‹ Panamãrvi §pi][f]a`nesstãtvi Tib`[°][ri]ow Flãbiow T¤to[u]
[uﬂÚw K]ure¤[n]a, Sabeini`[anÚ]w DiomÆdhw M°ni`[ppo]w ÑI`e`(rokvmÆthw) f`i`l o`s°b`ass[tow]
[k]a`‹ filÒpatriw, uﬂÚw t[∞w]
[p]Òlevw, ı diå b¤ou ﬂere[Áw]
[a]ÈtoË, ﬂerateÊvn ka‹ t[∞w]
meg¤ssthw ka‹ §pifane`[ss]tãthw yeçw ÑEkãthw
[k]ayi°rvsen

Sahin justified his restoration of the first line with the entirely plausible argument that among
the male deities at Stratonikeia, Zeus Panamaros is the only one who bears the superlative
adjective §pifan°statow. In ll. 8ff. of the inscription the dedicator is, however, referred to as
ı diå b¤ou ﬂere[Áw a]ÈtoË, which is at odds with what we know of the cult of Zeus Panamaros, whose priests were annual. The dedicator, Tib. Flav. Sabinianus Diomedes Menippos
himself is on record as having held the priesthood of Panamaran Zeus three times (and that of
Hekate twice).2 Since it is hard to see to which deity the ı diå b¤ou ﬂere[Êw a]ÈtoË could
refer other than that implied in the dedicatory formula in l. 1, the dedication cannot have been
to Zeus Panamaros, unless we assume that taking on a priesthood three times qualified a man
to designate himself ﬂereÁw diå b¤ou. But all the – considerable – evidence speaks against this
assumption. Not even M. Sempronius Clemens, who held the priesthood of Zeus Panamaros a
record five times, and whose career is extremely well documented, claimed this title. In the
large decree (I. Stratonikeia 16) honouring this great second-century benefactor for his
accumulated priesthoods and offices, the priesthoods he held diå b¤ou (of Zeus Kapitolios,
1 Whose heading ‘Roman Imperial Period’ is not correct. Cf. also A. Chaniotis, EBGR (1997) [2000] no. 326.

In what follows the abbreviation I. Stratonikeia refers to the three (consecutively numbered) volumes of Die
Inschriften von Stratonikeia I, II.1 and II.2 (ed. M. Ç. Sahin), IK vols. 21, 22.1 and 22.2.
2 A. Laumonier, BCH 61 (1937) no. 59; I. Stratonikeia nos. 174, 183–188, 663, stemma at no. 183.
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Asklepios, Hygieia, Hestia) are carefully separated from those he took on for one year or
repeatedly.3
It may be significant that Menippos’ uncle, Tib. Claudius Lainas, who, like his nephew,
accumulated three priesthoods of Zeus Panamaros, is also on record as holding a priesthood
for life in a dedicatory inscription of his own, this time from Panamara, which, unfortunately,
is also dedicated to a deity whose name is not preserved (I. Stratonikeia 173 – restored on the
basis of other inscriptions for the same man):4
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[Tib. Kl. Ti. uﬂÚw Ku(re¤na) La¤naw]
[ﬂereÁw] t[Ú tr¤ton §n]
[ÑHra¤oi]w pr«t[ow ka‹]
[mÒnow] ka‹ gumna[s¤arxow]
[§niaÊ]seiow met[å toË uﬂ][oË Ti.] Kl. Sabein[ianoË]
[Paiv]n¤ou, ı diå b[¤ou]
[ﬂ]ereÁw xari[stÆrion]

Laumonier commented on this text ‘sa troisième prêtrise panamaréenne, exercée avec sa mère
Mamalon est commemorée ... et mentionnée dans une dédicace adressée à une divinité dont il
est prêtre à vie’. It is clear from Lainas’ dedication that his three priesthoods of Zeus Panamaros were a separate affair from his priesthood diå b¤ou: one cannot, at the same time, have
held a priesthood three times and hold it for life. This, therefore, should increase our scepticism about his nephew’s priesthood diå b¤ou being in fact that of Panamaran Zeus.5
It is not easy to suggest another deity, important enough to be §pifan°statow, but
marginal enough to the main cults of Stratonikeia, and thus to the main arena of elite
competitiveness, to warrant a priest diå b¤ou. Zeus Narasos, Londargos and Chrysaoreus do
not qualify, since their priests were annual.6 Zeus Kannokos was served by a priest diå b¤ou
and so was Zeus Kapetolios, whose most famous priest was again the great Sempronius
Clemens. We know too little about these deities within a Stratonikeian context. The epithet
§pifan°statow, though mostly used for Panamaran Zeus and for Hekate, is not totally
exclusive: it is used, in one case, for Hera (IS 113, l. 8–9, first cent. AD) so that its use as an
epithet for other deities cannot be excluded.

3 On Sempronius Clemens see Laumonier (prev. note) no. 131; I. Stratonikeia at no 16.
4 On Lainas see Laumonier, BCH 61 (1937) no. 49; the stemma in I. Stratonikeia at no. 168, and, ibidem,

nos. 169–176; 183, 185 and 1024 (175 is a very similar dedication to the one quoted in the main text, this time to
Yea›w meg¤staiw Nem°sesi).
5 It is possible that another, very fragmentary, dedicatory inscription of Menippos (I. Stratonikeia 184) whose
lines 7 (end), 8, 9 and 10 were uncertainly restored by its ed. pr., Cousin as uﬂ[Úw t∞w p]Òlevw, me[tå t∞w gunaikÚ]w(?) aÈtoË ka[yi°rv]sen, but whose majuscule text clearly has US, not S, in l. 9, should in fact also be read at
least as [- - - ﬂere]Áw aÈtoË. Cousin’s text is reproduced in I. Stratonikeia but without the (?) in l. 9. Its first line,
restored by Cousin as [ÑIereÁw §j ﬂer]°vw is rendered by Sahin in I. Stratonikeia, as [ÑIereÁw §j ﬂer]°vn though
without justification.
6 See the decree for Sempronius Clemens, I. Stratonikeia no. 16, l. 6–7.
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There is no immediate and obvious solution,7 but if we are willing to accept that Zeus
Panamaros had priests who called themselves diå b¤ou we must realize that this has profound
implications for our understanding of the working of this cult within the city of Stratonikeia.
Perhaps, for the time being, it is better to remain sceptical.
2. Adoptions and demotic status
In EA 31 (1999), 35–36 (photo), Sahin published the following inscription, on what is perhaps
part of a larger monument, found in front of the southwestern corner of the temple at Lagina.
He dates it as ‘probably hellenistic’. The unabbreviated form of the woman’s demotic and the
shape of the letters point towards a date in the first century BC:
1
2
3

Oﬂ §nekthm°noi ka‹ katoikoËntew tØn Kvraz¤da Dhm[htr¤aw]
t∞w M°lanow katå yugatropo˝an d¢ ÑHr≈dou Lobo[ld¤dow]
g`unaikÚw d¢ ÑHrak[le¤]tou toË Dionusod≈rou kl`[eidofÒrou?]

Sahin’s restoration of the final word of l. 3: kl`[eidofÒrou?] the most common female
religious office at Lagina, will have resulted from the consideration that, although three
Stratonikeian demotics have an initial K, none begins with, or is abbreviated with, the letters
KL or KA. And yet we would expect a demotic to follow the name of the woman’s husband.
The best solution is therefore to assume that, like that of his wife, the husband’s name was
immediately followed by an indication of his adoptive status: ka`[y’ Íoyes¤an ktl.], then by
his demotic.
***
EA 29 (1997), 85–86 nos. 3 and 4 (photos) are dedicatory honorific inscriptions on two statue
bases found in the area of the newly excavated propylon, for two brothers, Menekles and
Epainetos, sons of Leon. Sahin suggests a date in the late first century BC. The bases stood
beside one another:

4

ÑO d∞mow §t¤mhsen Menekl∞n L°ontow
{i} kay’ Íoyes¤an d¢ ÉAntipãtrou Kvra∞i
éret∞w ßneken ka¤ eÈerges¤aw §pa¤nvi
xrus°vi stefãnvi, eﬁkÒni, sitÆsei §n
prutane¤vi, ˜ti énØr Ãn égayÚw
ka‹ eÎnouw t∞i patr¤di diatele›

ÑO d∞mow §t¤mhsen ÉEpa¤neton
L°ontow kay’ Íoyes¤an d¢
ÉAntipãtrou K vacat §pa¤nvi, xrus«i`
stefãnvi ka‹ eﬁkÒni xalk∞i éret∞w
ßneken ka‹ eÈno¤aw ∏w ¶xvn diet°lesen eﬁw tÚn d∞mon

Both men had been adopted by a certain Antipatros. In the dedicatory inscription for Menekles, his demotic is given as Kvra∞i (sic); in that for Epainetos only part of a first letter, K,
survives of his demotic; attempts were made to erase it, and it is followed by an empty space
on the stone. No effort was made to substitute a – correct? – demotic. Why? In neither case is
7 It is possible that more lines precede Sahin’s suggested l. 1: cf. the photographs of similar altars in MDAI(I)
25 (1975) pl. 60, nos. 1 and 2, illustrating the article by P. Roos, Alte und neue Inschriftenfunde aus Zentralkarien, pp. 335–341.
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it possible to establish if the demotic is that of the men’s adoptive or of their natural father;
the use of the dative, and the vacat, do not allow the matching of cases. Sahin’s explanation
for the erasure, namely ‘that Epainetos was not from the deme of Koraia like his brother’ is
not self-evident, either with reference to the men’s – identical – adoptive father nor to their
natural father (demotics followed filiation, both for men and for women). As to the double
adoption, Sahin suggests that the adoption of both men by the same Antipatros could have
occurred because ‘they were both orphans’.
The half-hearted erasure may in fact have been caused by confusion generated by a succession of adoptions down the generations. A Leon Antipatrou is known from one of Lagina’s
early priest lists (I. Stratonikeia 605, l. 9, dated by A. Laumonier ‘perhaps to the time of
Augustus’:8 a date suitably vague to be compatible with that of these inscriptions). This Leon
had himself been adopted, though the adoptive father’s name is lost as is his demotic: L°vn
ÉAntipãtrou kay’ [Íoyes¤an d¢ - - -]. There is an ÉAl°jandrow ÉAntipã`[trou - - -] in l. 6 of
the same list: very likely these men were brothers. So perhaps the two grandsons Menekles
and Epainetos were adopted back by their grandfather Antipatros at some point after their
father Leon had himself been adopted away into another family – and possibly another deme.
We can only speculate about the reason for this: Antipatros’ other son, Alexandros, may have
died childless, so that suddenly Antipatros was left with no male successors, but there are
other possibilities. The brothers’ demotic identity may have been different because one had
been born before his natural father’s own adoption, the other after, or because one had been an
adult, the other a child at the time of their father’s adoption. We know too little about adoptive
practices and their effect on individuals’ statuses to be more precise.9 The uncertainty about
Epainetos’demotic was possibly caused by the fact that his father (and therefore he himself)
had been adopted into another deme. Perhaps the case was so confusing to start with that a
mistake was made in the erasing of what was in fact correct: Epainetos took on the demotic of
his paternal grandfather even if his own demotic at birth had been the adoptive demotic of his
own father.
There is a further difference between the two men’s inscriptions: only Menekles received
the honour of sitesis in the prytaneion, which begs the question why his brother did not
receive a similar privilege. The fact that the present form diatele› is used for Menekles, the
aorist diet°lesen for his brother, suggests that the latter may no longer have been alive at the
time of the honours. This, in itself, illustrates the kind of demographic unpredictability with
which families had to juggle. In this particular case three generations of one family were
involved in adoptive procedures, while in our first inscription, both husband and wife had
been adopted.
The relative frequency with which adoptions occur among the Stratonikeian elite in the last
two centuries BC, both within the five demes and across deme-boundaries, is noticeable. The
demes were geographically distinctive units that had been separate poleis before they came
together in the new city. A comparison with the Rhodian situation after the synoikismos
suggests itself. The practice of adoption is less frequent in Stratonikeia than among the
Rhodian elite, and less likely to be governed by complex cyclical patterns of office-holding
8 BCH 62 (1938) 255.
9 See, with similar problems, on the adoptive habits of the Rhodian elite, V. Gabrielsen, The Naval Aristo-

cracy of Hellenistic Rhodes (1997) ch. 5.
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and concomitant strategic thinking,10 but it is worth asking what if any specific effect the
synoikismos/sympoliteia that created the polis of Stratonikeia had on cross-deme marriageand adoptive strategies.
***
EA 29 (1997) 95 no. 13A and B, are two fragments of a Hellenistic decree dated by Stratonikeia’s stephanephoros: A is a small fragment of the block that originally belonged above B;
B a large slightly curved block which Sahin places in the southeast corner of the propylon. A
is very likely identical to I. Stratonikeia 550 (known previously only from Benndorf’s
sketchbook, whose copy shows that a few more letters were visible at that time) and is
restored by Sahin as follows:
A
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ÉEp‹ [stefanhfÒrou]
ÉAp`[ollodÒtou toË]
Xru[sãorow Kv(rai°vw) mhnÚw - - -]
d`e`[ut°rai
pru][taneuÒntvn
]
[
]
[
]
[ grammateÊontow ]

Demotics were a fixed element in the official identification of Stratonikeians, male and
female; they occur in the epigraphic record from the late second century onwards. There are
few exceptions to this rule. One is in the dating formula by the city’s eponymous stephanephoros: no demotic is attached to the incumbent’s name when used in this way, so e.g. I.
Stratonikeia 11, 105, 512, 526, 1034, 1101. A demotic should therefore not be restored for the
stephanephoros in this inscription. Sahin’s particular suggestion, made already in I. Stratonikeia II.2, p. 31, that the man in question is identical to Apollodotos, son of Chrysaor, of
Koraia, who features in I. Stratonikeia 1038a as prytanis, is wholly uncertain.11 It is not clear
that the line-lengths of A were as short (and as irregular) as Sahin’s restoration requires, given
the width of B (166.5 cm) and its line-length; cf. also the example of e.g. I. Stratonikeia 512 l.
1, which is of similar date but quite differently arranged.
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10 Although even there, the precise link between cyclical holding of priesthoods and adoptive practices are

not really as clearcut as some would like.
11 His further suggestion, made on the basis of this perceived identity, that in Stratonikeia the stephanepho-

ros may have served as president of the boule, is unfounded.

